QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY GENERAL STAFF AND RESEARCH
POSITION SUMMARY

POSITION TITLE:

Executive Director, Development, Faculty of Arts and Science

DEPARTMENT:

Development, Office of Advancement

POSITION NUMBER:

00125694

GRADE:

11

EFFECTIVE DATE:

March 21, 2014

POSITION SUMMARY
This position is integral to the continued evolvement of the University’s decentralized fundraising model
supporting more sophisticated and mature Faculty Development programs.
Reporting to the Chief Development Officer, with day to day accountability to the Dean of the Faculty of
Arts and Science, the Executive Director, Development oversees and provides leadership and strategic
direction for the Faculty’s Development program. The incumbent provides guidance to and manages all
Development staff in the Faculty. The Executive Director is responsible for managing a portfolio of high
potential prospects. The incumbent provides high level expertise and direction to other development
officers within the department, as well as senior university administrators.

DUTIES AND REPSONSIBILITIES:
Strategic Planning & Program Management
In consultation with the Chief Development Officer, directly manages Development programs to obtain
maximum long-term financial support for Queen’s University from a wide range of potential donors.









In consultation with the Chief Development Officer, the Dean and the VP (Advancement), creates
annual and long-range strategic and integrated fundraising plans for Faculty based on reliable
internal and external data analysis.
Analyzes data and prepares reports required to formulate, execute, evaluate and benchmark
strategic and priority driven implementation plans. Reports findings to the Faculty Board and
Campaign Cabinet and implements changes in strategy as required.
Develops reports for the monthly Business Review Meeting (BRM), including up-to-date prospect
pipeline and active proposals evaluations.
Works closely with Development Officers to establish strategic plans for increasing philanthropic
revenues in the Faculty. Provides guidance to all levels of University administrators involved in the
various activities associated with the Office of Advancement, including providing high level
commentary on priorities and call briefings. Provides comprehensive campaign expertise when
required.
Meets with staff on a regular basis to review progress against annual goals and prospect strategy
development. In consideration of progress to date, takes a lead role in identifying and implementing
further opportunities and strategies that may have arisen to ensure annual goals will be met.

Fund Development


Develops, implements and manages individual strategies to secure resources from high level
University prospective donors.










Identifies, evaluates, cultivates and canvasses appropriate prospective donors. Personally manages a
portfolio of 50-75 high level Faculty prospects.
Gathers information; writes and edits proposals and presentations.
Reviews, updates and maintains donors/prospects lists.
Develops and maintains an in-depth knowledge of the Faculty/University’s activities, priorities and
needs in both teaching and research. Applies this knowledge in matching the interests and needs of
prospective donors with the strategic needs of the university.
Communicates regularly with other staff members in the Office of Advancement to coordinate
supporting activities and expertise related to the management of prospects, and to stay abreast of
any relevant developments and/or legislation that may assist in maximizing philanthropic revenue.
In collaboration with Advancement Services, Development, Alumni Relations and Marketing and
Communications to ensure adequate levels of central support are in place to implement the
fundraising strategies of the Faculty.

Administration


Responsible for the human resource management of the Development staff for the Faculty of Arts
and Science. Provides leadership, direction, motivation, professional training and development.
Analyzes data, develops and prepares annual budget documents, and manages the operating budget
for Development, Faculty of Arts and Science. In addition, the incumbent represents the University
and the Office of Advancement to internal and external audiences, ensuring understanding and
adoption of University Advancement policies and procedures.

REQUIRED BACKGROUND:


University graduate with seven to ten years of experience, preferably in a university setting, with a
focus on major gifts.



Professional fundraising certificate is an asset



Consideration will be given to the equivalent combination of education and experience



Demonstrated success in the identification, evaluation, cultivation, stewardship and direct personal
solicitation of significant major gifts. Proven management skills demonstrating “hands on”
experience in a management setting with skills in organizing, motivating and directing full, part-time
staff and volunteers.



Proven program and project management skills demonstrating “hands on” experience in a
recognized development office setting, preferably in the education sector.



Experience working as part of a Capital Campaign effort managing a portfolio of Campaign prospects
with a view towards satisfying the Campaign needs of the University or unit.



Proven track record in developing strategic fundraising plans and meeting the objectives of these
plans.



Knowledge of the Canadian philanthropic environment and supporting legislation.



A strong working knowledge of Gift Planning as demonstrated through participation in securing gift
commitments and through Gift Planning educational opportunities.



Knowledge of the university environment and the challenges faced by post-secondary institutions.

SPECIAL SKILLS AND CONSIDERATIONS:


Recognized leader at managing long-term and productive relationships with donors, volunteers,
colleagues and organizational administrators.



Adept at matching the interests of the donor with the strategic needs of the institution.



Motivated by the opportunity to communicate the excitement that a transformational gift can
create at an institution such as Queen’s.



Exemplary written and oral communication skills.



Persuasive and creative communication, diplomacy and negotiations skills that allow success both
within the campus environment and in the field.



Outstanding Prospect Management and Tracking skills. SunGuard HE- Advance experience, or
equivalent database management skills, would be an asset.



Committed to professional growth in the field of Development.

DECISION MAKING:


Makes decisions affecting the policies and procedures for the department. Decides on the best
strategic plan for future relations with donors and other constituencies.



Determines content of annual and multi-year plans and strategies to meet established fundraising
targets and maximize philanthropic revenue to the university.



Determines optimal and most effective implementation of innovative strategies to manage critical
and/or challenging donor relationships as well as high prospect accounts in order to maximize the
benefit to the Faculty. The ability to assess the interests and needs of prospective donors, and
match them to the strategic needs of the Faculty.



Human and fiscal resource decisions: optimize program delivery in a fixed resource environment.
Decides where and when to make program and technology investments to maximize opportunities.



Makes human resource management decisions related to work allocation, staff development and
coaching, hiring and discipline to meet the objectives of the team



Prepares and manages the annual operating budget for Development, Faculty of Arts and Science. .



Assess issues/priorities and provide expert guidance to senior administrators on a variety of areas
relating to the Office of Advancement.



Determine when it is advantageous to involve senior University administrators and top University
volunteers (including members of the Board of Trustees and Advisory Boards) in fundraising
cultivation or solicitation.



Discretion to call meetings of the Dean, University administration and Office of Advancement staff
to develop strategies, resolve disputes and address challenges.

MANAGEMENT POSITIONS ONLY:
For the positions that are direct reports, answer the following questions:
1. You have the right to hire or you make the effective recommendation to do so
YES
2. You have the right to dismiss/discharge or you make the effective recommendation to do so
YES
3. You are responsible for handling disciplinary matters including issuing written warnings
YES
4. You are responsible for conducting performance appraisals
YES

SIGNATURES:
Date

Incumbent

Manager

Department Head/Director or Designate

